Auric
Metallur

100 S. Avenida de Palmas, Tucson, Arizona, 85716

Email: garcia@amr-rbg.com

Tel. (520) 955-2672

Mister Paul Thompson Sr.
1805 N. Carson St. St#150
Carson City, Nv. 89710
Email: pthompson@mexusgoldus.com

Dear Mr. Sir,
Thank you for the opportunity to participate in your mining projects and endeavors as a
Technical Advisor. After a couple of field trips observing and evaluating your projects in
Mexico, they do appear to have significant potential to become profitable mining operations with
growth potential once you have finished constructing the appropriate physical extraction plants
and established the proper extraction protocols for the ore.

Sincerely,

ROBERT B. GARCIA, PRESIDENT
AURIC METALLURGICAL RESOURCES
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(CONDENSED)

Mr. Garcia has been a developer, owner and operator of numerous mines and mining
companies, a precious metal refinery in Beatty, Nevada, and Auric Metallurgical Resources, a
Wyoming Corporation involved in consulting for mining and precious metal industries.
The refining facility was developed in the course of his consulting work for various clients,
involving the extraction of precious metal values from their concentrates. Mr. Garcia had
previously put the Montgomery Shoshone Mine into operation in 1983. Once he developed and
implemented extraction procedures for the ore, and the viability of the property. These
procedures mainly centered around his development of cathionic/anionic polymers that enabled
the precious metals to be extracted from the ore in an economical, profitable manner.
Mr. Garcia later joined with St. Joe American (one of the world's largest gold mining
companies), a subsidiary of Fluor Corporation, to block out and develop the main ore body of 8
million tons on a large scale. The results of which are seen in the attached 1989 article in the
California Mining Journal and brochure documenting history and current development of
Bullfrog, Montgomery -Shoshone gold mine. This soon became the largest gold mine in
Southern Nevada employing several hundred persons and having a major impact on the
economy of the area.
Although Mr. Garcia's formal education at Arizona State University prepared him as a chemist,
his vocational experience is mainly as a metallurgist. To his credit, Mr. Garcia has developed
enhanced extraction procedures for various ores including improved oxidation and cyanide vat
leaches, increased concentrates extraction's by ozonation of ore while in a chlorinated state,
complex sulfide and brominated ore extraction's and cathionic and anionic polymer flocculants.
Mr. Garcia has been assisting P.T.I. , Ortech and similar mining companies in the development
of their new and innovative recovery processes.
Mr. Garcia also consults within the mining industry as an expert witness in court litigation's and
private parties, has served as an assay referee in large bulk precious metals purchases,
evaluated precious metals for personal and corporate purchases and performs metallurgical
evaluations of mine properties for ore values and extraction procedures.
Mr. Garcia's has been directly involved or consulted in numerous projects in Africa, mainly in
Ivory Coast, Guinea and Mali. In Mali plans and permitting for a Gold Refinery and smelting
facilities are in the final stages. All plans, chemical procedures, plant construction and ecological
parameters are now in the approval process. In Guinea, Mr. Garcia evaluates major gold
purchases for banking entities, and in the Ivory Coast and Ghana, Mr. Garcia has been involved
in bulk gold purchases.
Also in Ghana, under the request of Pres. Rawlings, Mr. Garcia was instrumental in establishing
assaying protocols for the PMMC and developing procedures to reduce the illegal mining and
export of precious metals that were often going to terrorist groups and activities not beneficial to
Ghana or in adverse standings to normal world ethical procedures. This is to include consulting
with gold purchases in many countries throughout Africa to assure these purchases complied
with all regulatory authorities.
Mr. Garcia for many years has also had a direct involvement in the Philippines for the
recovery/evaluation of Japanese war treasures and Pres. Marco’s reputed gold backed bank
assets throughout the world identified in Operation Domino. He was directly appointed by
President Fidel Ramos under Presidential Decree 1726 – A and authorized under the PCGG
(Presidential Commission on Good Government).
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Of particular interest is Mr. Garcia's appointment to purchase gold and precious metal products
for banking institutions and governmental authorities. These duties, responsibilities, experience
and expertise cumulated in the appointment of Mr. Garcia to the Board of Directors of a Swiss
Bullion License, duly appointed and registered with the Swiss Government. In addition, he has
been certified as an expert witness for mining related matters in both state and federal courts
and is a referee assayer for most of the world gold refineries. This also enables him to serve as
a representative in the refinery for clients gold to ensure accurateness of assays and help in the
prevention of oxidation melts losses.
Such responsibilities extended to the evaluation of gold stocks held or recovered in the Middle
East during the Kuwait and the Iraq wars.
In the immediate future, Mr. Garcia has been appointed as head of the scientific team and
laboratory in the recovery of several Spanish Galleons with significant treasure and
archeological values. Having recently acquired all the rights and approvals of necessary
government authorities the recovery project is scheduled to begin in April or May of next year.
For documentary purposes, the project has already lifted several cannons with initial verification
of cargo manifest. The project is also being sponsored and documented by the Discovery
Channel and Canon cameras who are providing new photographic capabilities.
Recently, Mr. Garcia has been appointed as “Senior Bullion Officer” for GFI. a duly licensed,
banking and financial institution registered in Mexico, with national jurisdiction under the
governing laws of the Estados Unidos Mexicanos. GFI is currently in the process of establishing
institutional operations and locations, with correspondent bank relationships to be able to
provide a full range of multi-purpose financial services and resources to its customers.
Since much of Mr. Garcia’s work and his clients are of a sensitive nature, Mr. Garcia will expand
further on some of these situations in person if the subject is unclassified or already public
knowledge.

BROCEURE COVER AFRICAN GLOBAL ECONOMIC & DEVELOPMENT SUMMIT 2017
WITH ROBERT GARCIA AS KEYNOTE SPEAKER
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SOME OF ROBERT GARCIA’S OTHER ACTIVITIES HAVE BEEN SERVING AS A
DIRECTOR OF WESTERN SIERRA MINING
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On June
8th,
operational
and
executive officers of General Mining Concessions, LLC (Gemco) based in New York
and Lima met with the Officers and board members of Fenamarpe, the Federation of
Small Miners to sign a strategic framework alliance that will be the start of important
cooperation between the federation and Gemco. The meeting took place in
Fenamarpe’s regional offices in Nazca, Peru. The alliance anticipates a joint venture in
which Gemco will build, operate and own a number of regional refineries around Peru
for the benefit of Fenamarpe’s 350,000 members who will benefit through higher yields
and transparency that has been lacking in other facilities. Gemco will also agree to
stake claims in joint ownership with members of the federation for mineral and mining
rights on sites that prove to present strong economic potential. This will provide Gemco
with the opportunity for immediate and majority participation in high grade, high yield
mining sites or concessions currently owned by the small miners who’s concessions are
being minimally worked for lack of capital and technology. This important relationship
will provide serious improvement in the living and economic standards of the members
of the federation. Gemco will provide modern technology and open market opportunities
to members who will benefit through higher production volume and better pricing for
their ores due to transactional transparency. The company has been in negotiations
with Fenamarpe for a number of months and this accord represents a major step
forward in our relationship with this important organization. Gemco has estimated that
the full potential value of this opportunity is estimated to run into hundreds of millions of
dollars.
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It is important to note that although the Gemco Project never came to full fruition because of
inadequate funding, Mr. Garcia was requested by the Federation of Small Miners to continue on
a private basis to help organize and assist the association with technical expertise in the
evaluation/assay of mining properties, extraction procedures and provide a fair market for their
precious metal assets.
MINACALPA PERU
Also in Peru, Mr. Garcia was brought in to perform the evaluation, extraction procedures and
environmental analysis for the at one time 2nd largest Au producer, Minacalpa for litigation jn the
Supreme Court.
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